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Minutes of the Meeting of the Conservation Areas Advisory Committee  
of Saddleworth Parish Council 

Held at the Civic Hall, Lee Street, Uppermill on Friday 31st August 2012 
 

There were present:  Cllr.  Mr. M. Buckley  - Chairman 
    Mr. J. Carr 

Mr. D. Sanders 
  

Apologies: Cllr. Mr. Bill Cullen, Mr. D. Chadderton, Mr. J. Grayson & Mr. A. Petford  
 
The minutes of the meeting held on Friday 3rd August 2012 were approved as a correct record 
 
Ref:   Applicant    Location 

LB/332816/12 Daniel Thwaites PLC  1 Delph Lane, Delph 
        Erection of new lighting and signage 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    The main objection is the gold White Lion 
        lettering and the distinctive red Thwaites 
        logo which forms the main signage. These 
        are placed directly on the stonework of the 
        building without any backing board, had 
        they been on a similar black background to 
        the other signs, they would have been 
        acceptable. The concern with the proposed 
        arrangement is that it creates a distinctly 
        modern appearance rather than retains the 
        traditional style of the existing and other 
        proposed signage.  No objections to the 
        lighting proposals, however the  
        positioning of the proposed floodlights is 
        not specified 
 

HH/332765/12 Miss M. Duty    23A King Street, Delph 
        Erection of rear balcony 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    This building which used to be the Pack 
        Horse Inn dates from the early part of the 
        19th century.  It adjoins the present chip 
        shop, a grade II listed building and is very 
        much part of its setting. The rear of the 
        building is simple in form being composed 
        entirely of elements of early 19th century 
        design and is very visible as it overlooks 
        Chapel Garden, a small public park. The 
        proposals are incongruous in style, being 
        ostensibly modern and detract   
        significantly from the present uncluttered 
        appearance. 
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AD/332815/12 Daniel Thwaites PLC  1 Delph Lane, Delph   
        Erection of:  
        1)  3 no. non illuminated fascia signage   
        2)  3 no. externally illuminated signage  
        3)  2no. non illuminated signage.  
        4)  1 no. internally illuminated signage 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    For reasons see Listed Building  
        application above. The number of signs 
        listed on the application does not tally with 
        the drawings on application No 332816/12 
 

LB/332685/12 Marston’s Beer & Pub Company Swan Inn, 1 The Square, Dobcross 
        1) Re-decorating of existing window frames 
        and woodwork  
        2) Erection of 3 no externally illuminated signs 
        and 2 no. non illuminated signs. 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    We understand the need for the new  
        owners of the pub to have the signage 
        reflect their own brand. However, it is felt 
        that the existing Jennings signage is far 
        more in keeping with the appearance of 
        this iconic Grade II listed building.  
        However, having said that, the main reason 
        for the refusal is the proposal for a large 
        chalkboard attached to the existing  
        railings. This would have a very  
        detrimental effect on the appearance of 
        Dobcross Square, one of the prime  
        conservation areas in Saddleworth, an area 
        of outstanding character and charm, and a 
        favourite location favoured by artists and 
        photographers. 
 

AD/332684/12 Marston’s Beer & Pub Company Swan Inn, 1 The Square, Dobcross 
        Erection of 3 no. externally illuminated signs 
        and 2no. non illuminated signs 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    AS ABOVE 
 

PA/332822/12 Mr. Hanks    Moorcroft Farm, Millcroft Lane, Delph  
        Change of use of 3 holiday cottages to 3 
        dwellings, (Re-submission of PA/332469/12) 
 
Recommendation:       No Conservation issues in this application 
        as there are no proposed changes to the 
        appearance of the buildings. 
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HH/332810/12 Mr. R. Flitcroft   1 Station Approach, Delph  
        Proposed extension and alterations 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    The principles of an extension as proposed 
        may be acceptable, however, it’s impact in 
        terms of massing on neighbouring  
        properties would have to be carefully  
        considered  The proposals to incorporate 
        the truss, presently a car port feature in the 
        gable of the extension it is felt would lead 
        to an over elaborate appearance of what 
        should be a simple extension The balcony 
        is completely unacceptable in that it does 
        not complement the existing design or that 
        of the adjoining properties, and would 
        detract from the character of the  
        conservation area. 
   

PA/332860/12 Mr. Cordingley   1 Midgrove Lane, Delph 
        Removal of condition no 2 relating to  
        PA/058562/10 
  
Recommendation:      It is not possible to comment on this  
        application as the information relating to 
        this Condition has not been provided. 
 

PA/332662/12 Wiggett Homes   Block L, Royal George Mills, Gibbs Close, 
        Greenfield 
        Change of use to form 6 dwellings 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    This was the subject of considerable  
        debate and there were views for and  
        against it.  On the positive side it was felt 
        that it was bringing into use a derelict 
        building, there was no objection in  
        principle to the rebuilding of the existing 
        side walls in matching stone with large 
        inserted glass windows, however, the main 
        concern was over the treatment of the 
        North Elevation. The present design has 
        considerable character and retains an 
        industrial feel. This is lost with the  
        proposal to reposition the entrance door 
        and pediment into the centre of the facade. 
        The loss of the steps and treatment of the 
        basement windows also has a negative 
        impact. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HH/332871/12 Mr. & Mrs. Edwards   Boot Cottage, Running Hill Gate, Uppermill 
        Erection of a two storey side extension and 
        repairs to existing retaining wall. 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    This building was the original Bank Top 
        Farmhouse before the adjoining 19th  
        century Bank Top House was built. It `
        contains a 1633 datestone indicating the 
        antiquity of a stone dwelling on the site, 
        although the present structure is later. It is 
        historically important as the residence for 
        a time of the Revd. John Lees, the curate 
        of Saddleworth during the 17th Century and 
        of his grandson another John Lees, the 
        talented local cartographer and surveyor 
        who combined this profession with that of 
        a woollen weaver and was responsible for 
        the 1770 manor map of Saddleworth.  The 
        cottage’s original two bay structure was 
        altered by the developments of the 1980’s 
        when a substantial third bay was added. 
        The present proposals are unacceptable, 
        firstly because they are on the front of the 
        building which faces west and detracts 
        from what is its main elevation. Secondly, 
        the proposals enlarge the footprint of the 
        original cottage several times with the loss 
        of its modest two bay design. Finally, the 
        modern fenestration of the proposed  
        extension detracts from the modest  
        character of what is essentially a small 17th 
        century cottage. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
HH/332709/12 Mr. J. Beveridge   Field View, Station Road, Uppermill 
        1)Side  extension to form bathroom and wc at 
        the first  floor level and bedroom extension in 
        loft 

2) Remove part of existing wall to widen  
  existing access and form additional car  
  parking space 

 
Recommendation: APPROVE ITEM 2 ONLY  We cannot comment on the proposed side 
        extension as the plans were not available. 
        We have no problem with approval of the 
        proposal to form additional car parking 
        space. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HH/332728/12 Mr. S. Coley    Wellfield Coach House, Hartshead Street, 
        Lees 
        Erection of a single storey side extension and 
        single storey side extension to existing 
        outbuilding. 
 
Recommendation: NOT IN SADDLEWORTH 
 

PA/332824/12 Mr. Rothwell    106 High Street, Lees  
        Change of use to 2 no apartments 
 
Recommendation: NOT IN SADDLEWORTH 
 

LB/332809/12 Mr. D. Fitton    Barn Meadow House, Lee Side, Diggle  
        Erection of a single storey side extension 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    It is felt that this additional extension, 
        which would be very visible from all  
        directions, would detract from the  
        essential character of this listed building. 
        The proposal to use concrete imitation 
        stone roofing slates is completely  
        unacceptable on a Grade II listed building 
 

HH/332808/12 Mr. D. Fitton    Barn Meadow, Lee Side, Diggle 
        Single storey side extension 
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    AS ABOVE 
   

COMMENTS ON OTHER APPLICATIONS 
PA/332539/12 Mr. P. Gledhill   Swainscroft Farm, Slack Lane, Delph  
        Conversion of main barn building 

1) Single storey extensions   
2) Erection of link building 

 
Recommendation: APPROVAL    Subject to matching reclaimed materials 
 

PA/332653/12 Chapman (Saddleworth) Ltd Victoria Works, Wool Road, Dobcross  
1) Demolition of industrial building 

        2)  Outline application for 7 no. dwelling  
 
Recommendation: REFUSAL    As the applicant states in his proposals, 
        this is a key site in an attractive setting 
        adjoining the Huddersfield Canal, much 
        frequented by visitors and residents alike 
        as an area of great recreational value. It is 
        of paramount importance that any  
        developments on the site of this old textile 
        mill maintain the character of the area.  On 
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        the site there is an important early 19th 
        century canal warehouse which was  
        formerly obscured by 20th century  
        additions.  This is now fully visible  
        following site clearance a number of years 
        ago and the fine twin rounded arches on 
        the gable, which are key characteristics of 
        canal warehouses in the Pennines can now 
        be seen. The importance of this building 
        cannot be over emphasised and any  
        developments of the warehouse or  
        adjoining developments should be  
        sensitive to this building and enable its 
        appearance to remain essentially  
        unchanged.  The proposals are completely 
        out of character with the Pennine  
        vernacular and the former industrial  
        heritage of the site.  In no way do they 
        reflect the character of the early  
        warehouse nor maintain or enhance its 
        setting. We are presented with a row of 
        town houses which would be more in place 
        in the centre of Manchester. They have no 
        place whatsoever in the rural Pennine 
        landscape alongside the Huddersfield 
        Narrow Canal a major tourist attraction and 
        heritage asset. Furthermore, this is  
        overdevelopment of a site in the greenbelt 
        on a grand scale. 


